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Compensation systems are critical in aligning employer-employee interests (Shaw, Gupta & Delery, 2000) and typically constitute one of the largest firm costs. Compensation approaches, including pay for performance, have been the focus of a significant body of research. However, this body of work has three important lacunae. First, as Larkin, Pierce, and Gino (2012) note, this research has tended to be dominated by a focus on executive compensation (a very small element of most firms’ costs), with less attention paid to compensation for other employee groups. Second, while cross-national variation in compensation practices has received some attention, as with other human resources (HR) practices, cross-national effects may have been mischaracterized through a failure to consider the relative variance explained by country-level and firm-level factors. Thus, accounts of cross-national variation in management practice that focus primarily at the country level may be underplaying the potential role of managerial agency in bringing about between-firm variation in management practices. Third, common to cross-national research has been a virtually exclusive focus on cultural rather than institutional explanations of cross-national variation (Wright & van de Vooorde, 2009).

In this paper we address the first of these gaps through a focus on the use of individualized pay-for-performance (I-PFP) schemes for employees at both managerial and nonmanagerial levels. We address the second issue by drawing on firm-level data across multiple countries and taking a multilevel approach, thereby enabling us to specify the role of managerial agency in resisting local cultural and institutional pressures. We address the third by considering both cultural and institutional explanations of cross-national variation in I-PFP.

Our motivation for studying I-PFP stems from the economic and strategic importance of these practices and from the well-documented observation that whereas “calculative” HR practices, such as I-PFP, are prevalent in the United States, their diffusion within, for example, western European countries is significantly more limited (Gooderham, Nordhaug, & Ringdal, 2006). However, it is unresolved as to what extent these divergences are a product of culture or institutions. Further, within countries, it has been observed that there are significant variations in firms’ adoption of I-PFP (Croucher, Gooderham, & Parry, 2006), suggesting that explanations of its adoption must take into account not only national-level but also firm-level factors. To avoid misspecification of the influence of national-level factors and to accommodate firm-level latitude requires a multilevel research approach.

In general, cross-national theorization of compensation systems is characterized by two primary approaches: the cultural and, more recently, the institutional (Xu & Shenkar, 2002). Both predict cross-national differences in the use of compensation systems. Cultural theory has been the dominant approach in international management research. For example, Hofstede (1980b) and House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, and Gupta (2004) argue that choice of compensation systems is related to national culture. As institutional theory has come to be applied, one important strand points to the significance of national institutional regimes of labor regulation for understanding organizational behavior (e.g., Campbell, 2007; Gooderham, Nordhaug, & Ringdal, 1999; Young & Makhija, 2014). A second strand is that of institutional actors, such as labor unions, who can influence the enforcement of labor regulation. Strict national systems of labor regulation are generally associated with strong labor unions (Hall & Soskice, 2001) that together may limit firms in their choice of individualized compensation systems, such as I-PFP. However, it is unclear whether labor regulation and labor unions have separate impacts or if the latter mediates the former.
Because few studies to date have combined both cultural and institutional theoretical perspectives, it is unclear whether they provide equally cogent explanations of cross-national differences in compensation systems, or whether one has significantly more explanatory power than the other, or whether they provide complementary explanations. Therefore, the first purpose of our study is to investigate the relative and combined contribution of the cultural and institutional perspectives to explaining national variations in the application of one distinctive individualized compensation system, I-PFP.

A second, related purpose of our study is to contribute to theoretical discussions of whether firms should be viewed as dominated by their environments or whether they should be seen as having considerable autonomy, so that while the environment is an influence, it does not determine their choices of management practices (Hall & Soskice, 2001; Oliver, 1991). This is novel because as Wright and van de Vooorde (2009) have indicated, prior work on cross-national variation in management practices has generally failed to consider firm-level factors. To respond to this issue, we develop an agency perspective. The agency perspective sees structuralist accounts of organizational behavior as too deterministic. Whereas institutional theorists have focused on the value of conformity with the institutional environment and the advisability of adhering to external rules and norms for firms to survive and access key resources, Oliver (1991) argues that organizations may bypass or resist local institutions when they believe it strategically important to do so.

Two main sources of firm latitude or environmental heterogeneity have been suggested. One source is captured by the concept of institutional entrepreneurship. This describes how actors, such as top managers and their organizations, are, despite institutional pressures, able to “courageously” adopt “contested” practices (Sanders & Tuschke, 2007: 33), even bringing about change in the nature of institutions (Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 2009). Battilana et al. (2009: 67) argue that the concept of institutional entrepreneurship challenges “the notion of individuals as over-socialized and slavishly devoted to the reproduction of habits . . . and enables us to explore actors’ degrees of agency, however institutionally embedded human agency might be.” For example, previous research indicates that where top managers attach strategic importance to HR management issues, they will likely actively resist institutional pressures toward adopting particular employment practices (Croucher et al., 2006; Fenton-O’Creevy & Wood, 2007). Part of this resistance may involve dealing with labor unions within the firm or at the national level that may exert pressure to refrain from adopting individualistic approaches to rewarding employees (Osterman, 2011).

A second potential source of firm-level latitude is foreign ownership. It has been argued that subsidiaries of foreign multinational corporations (MNCs) are less embedded in their host country settings than their indigenous counterparts and therefore have greater potential for agency in relation to local institutional pressures (Gooderham et al., 2006). MNC managers face conflicting institutional demands and therefore competing institutional models of action (Kostova & Roth, 2002) that are particularly prevalent when institutionalized norms and practices conflict with day-to-day efficiency needs (Pache & Santos, 2010).

As Heugens and Lander (2009: 77) argue, the problem facing structure-agency theorists has thus far been that testing hypotheses that include both macrolevel and organizational-level factors “requires resources that are almost always in excess of what research teams can furnish for primary studies.” Arguably, this challenge is particularly acute in research that aims to distinguish between national- and organizational-level effects. Multilevel analysis
involving the national level, without sufficient access to a relatively large number of national settings, is unable to draw sufficiently robust conclusions. In this study, we overcome this challenge by employing data from 4,207 firms located across 26 nations to develop a multi-level analysis of the use of a specific HR management (HRM) practice: I-PFP. The framework is twofold. At the national level, we examine both institutional and cultural factors. At the firm level, we integrate managerial choice in regard to strategizing HRM as well as the effect of foreign ownership and labor union influence. In this, we respond to calls to combine factors at different levels of analysis (Wright & van de Voorde, 2009; van Essen, Heugens, Otten, & van Oosterhout, 2012).

In summary, by empirically examining the antecedents of compensation systems at both the national and firm levels, we are able to contribute to the structure-agency debate and those accounts of organizational behavior suggesting that managers have bounded choices. Further, we are able to specify the degree to which that boundedness should be understood as cultural or institutional in nature. Finally, in incorporating labor union influence, we are able to address the issue of whether institutions in the sense of labor regulation are dependent for their implementation on the influence of external, nonstate bodies.

Theory and Hypotheses

I-PFP

Pay for performance comprises merit and/or bonus pay (Nyberg, Pieper, & Trevor, 2013), which may be a product of individual or group-based assessments and may involve individual- or group-level rewards. Our focus is on I-PFP. Sturman, Shao, and Katz (2012) observe that while employee turnover is generally more likely among both low and high performers, I-PFP helps companies retain top talent. However, they find that culture moderates the curvilinear relationship between employee performance and turnover. One implication of their research is that the implementation of I-PFP will be particularly prevalent in low–uncertainty avoidance, individualistic, and achievement-oriented cultures where high-performer turnover is most common. Additionally, Sturman et al. suggest that laws that make it more difficult to fire employees may affect the curvilinear relationship. Sturman et al. do not address the way labor unions may resist the adoption of I-PFP, given their collectivistic approach to wage bargaining (Osterman, 2011). Nor do they consider to what extent firms exercise agency and adopt I-PFP regardless of culture or institutional context.

While calculating the precise diffusion of I-PFP is problematic, Gerhart, Rynes, and Fulmer (2009) observe that merit pay based on appraisal ratings, usually by an employee’s supervisors, that differentiate employees on the basis of performance is widespread in the United States, with roughly 90% of organizations employing it. One type of explanation of its prevalence in the United States involves institutional change in the 1970s, when the New Deal employment relations regime gave way to a new approach (Weinstein & Kochan, 1995). This emphasized the need to link HR policies in general and compensation systems in particular with wider business strategies via reward and appraisal and improved methods for monitoring employee development. It differed significantly from the New Deal model: Formerly, wages were linked to jobs and employee groups, but firms now had significantly more latitude and implemented compensation systems directly linking firm strategy and individual employee behavior (Gooderham et al., 1999). Thus a key assumption in strategic
HRM as it developed in the United States is that firms have discretion to introduce HRM practices aligned with their competitive strategies and that one core practice within the new paradigm is I-PFP (Tichy, Fombrun, & Devanna, 1984). Recent studies by Crossland and Hambrick (2011) support the notion that managers of firms based in the United States have more leeway than their counterparts in many European countries, such as Germany, but also in relation to a range of other countries, including Japan.

The existence of firm latitude in itself does not necessarily constitute a sufficient explanation of merit pay or, more broadly, of I-PFP in the United States. A second type of explanation relates to a key finding of job turnover research that job performance and the probability of voluntary turnover follows a U shape, with turnover more likely among low and high than among average performers (Trevor, Gerhart, & Boudreau, 1997). High-performer turnover is costly for organizations in that top performers are difficult and expensive to recruit. However, when pay and performance are strongly linked, there is a significantly greater likelihood of top performers remaining (Trevor et al., 1997).

In their review of the pay-for-performance literature, Gerhart et al. (2009: 258) argue that people with higher need for achievement prefer jobs where pay is linked to performance and that “most employees (at least in the U.S.) prefer that their pay be based in individual rather than group performance.” As a result, organizations use pay for performance in an attempt to address turnover and motivation. Questioning the universality of the U-shaped performance-turnover relationship, Sturman et al. (2012) introduce a further note of caution in regard to the adoption of I-PFP beyond the United States. They argue that most job turnover research has been carried out in the United States and that while findings indicate that the U-shaped performance-turnover relationship is generalizable across countries, cultural factors significantly alter this curvilinear performance-turnover relationship. Given this, one should expect that in certain contexts, organizations may decide that there is significantly less need to introduce I-PFP. More specifically, Gerhart et al. speculate that I-PFP is likely to fit better in settings where competition between individuals is encouraged and cooperation is regarded as relatively unimportant. In short, the transferability of I-PFP may be moderated by cultural factors.

The particularity of I-PFP to the United States has been documented by research indicating that it is relatively uncommon in continental Europe (Gooderham et al., 1999) and that U.S. MNCs are confronted by barriers when transferring it to their operations in continental Europe (Fenton-O’Creevy, Gooderham, & Nordhaug, 2008; Gooderham et al., 2006). It has been argued by Taylor, Beechler, and Napier (1996) that differential transferability of HR practices arises from institutional and cultural dissimilarities. However, the issue of the relative significance of institutional or cultural explanations of I-PFP is unresolved.

Distinguishing the effects of institutions and culture has not been assisted by the cultural paradigm’s dominance. Researchers have used cultural measures between countries since Hofstede’s (1980a) typology was developed. In comparison, equivalent measures for the institutional environment were developed only relatively recently (Botero, Djankov, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer, 2004; Hall & Gingerich, 2004) and have yet to be widely utilized. By adopting Botero et al.’s (2004) labor regulation approach in tandem with the most germane of Hofstede’s dimensions of national culture (Sturman et al., 2012), we estimate the joint and relative impacts of both institutional and cultural factors on firms’ deployment of I-PFP across different countries.
The Degree of Labor Regulation

Neoinstitutional theorists “are generally skeptical of atomistic accounts of social processes, such as those provided by neoclassical economists or rational choice political scientists . . . [Instead they] tend to view the source of organizational action as exogenous to organizations themselves” (Heugens & Lander, 2009: 61). Neoinstitutional accounts of management decision making take as their starting point “the striking homogeneity of practices and arrangements” within specific “fields” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991: 9) and argue that institutions are “constraints on human agency” (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991: 28) that shape firms’ practices. Thus, neoinstitutional theory has often been used to explain similarity of practices between firms located in specific settings.

However, more recently, institutional perspectives have increasingly also been deployed to explain transnational diversity in the incidence of specific practices (Geppert, Matten, & Williams, 2002). While theoretical perspectives within the institution-based view of cross-national management practice differ, they generally take as their common starting point the view that firm strategies and choice of management practices are “passive and conforming” in relation to institutional pressures (Oliver, 1991: 146). This is particularly evident in the work of Botero et al. (2004) and the role labor regulation plays in determining management practices. Botero et al. (2004: 1339) contend that “every country in the world has established a complex system of laws and institutions intended to protect the interests of workers.” Further, they argue that systems of labor regulation constitute formal institutions that constrain the actions of firms, their managers, and employees through rewarding or sanctioning particular courses of behavior (see also van Essen et al., 2012).

As we note above, a key motivation to introduce I-PFP is to avoid turnover of high achievers. However, not all managers will be equally free to adopt I-PFP. Botero et al. (2004) distinguish two bodies of labor regulation with especial relevance for the adoption of I-PFP: employment law and collective relations law. Employment law regulates the individual employment contract, meaning that the more rigid the contract, the more restrictions there are on employing organizations in terms of the range of contracts they can implement and the degree to which they can differentiate pay based on likelihood of employee turnover. This constitutes one important limitation on the use of I-PFP. Collective or industrial relations laws regulate the negotiation, adoption, and enforcement of collective agreements, the activity of labor unions, and industrial action by employees and employers and are the source of a further restriction on individualized approaches to pay, such as I-PFP. Where the law specifies or supports collectively negotiated pay, this militates against I-PFP. Although neither employment law nor collective relations law has been directly applied in previous research on the adoption of I-PFP, Deakin, Lele, and Siems (2007) find that I-PFP is more likely to be encountered where labor regulation is relatively weak, such as the United States. Thus, we hypothesize the following:

Hypothesis 1: The weaker a country’s labor regulation, the greater the adoption of I-PFP in that country.

One view of labor regulation is that it is prohibitive. Thus Botero et al. (2004: 1339) take the view that labor regulation “governs” management practices. However, Oliver (1991) suggests that managers are able to exercise strategic agency and to bypass or resist regulatory
pressures. If labor regulation influences rather than determines the adoption of I-PFP, we might therefore expect significant diversity in its adoption even in countries where the local regulatory environment is not conducive to such practices. Thus, if strategic agency can overcome local institutional constraints, we should expect to see examples of both high and low adoption of I-PFP in all countries. Hence, we predict the following:

_Hypothesis 2:_ Regardless of the degree of labor regulation, there will be examples in each country both of firms adopting high levels of I-PFP and of firms with low adoption of I-PFP.

_Culture_

We have documented that I-PFP use grew substantially in the United States in the early 1980s (Tichy et al., 1984). One likely factor constraining its adoption by firms in other countries is the institutional environment in terms of dissimilarities in labor regulation. Another potential factor is culture, referring to the commonly held body of beliefs and values shared by members of a particular group that distinguishes them from other groups. For Hofstede, culture is “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes one group or category of people from another” (Hofstede, 1993: 89). It is the product of long-term historical processes and is relatively stable over time. Culture contrasts therefore with institutions, which arise from more recently negotiated legal frameworks and social and economic structures and which are more subject to change (Hall & Soskice, 2001).

Culture is viewed as an important predictor of variation in managerial behavior between national contexts (Tsui, Nifadkar, & Ou, 2007: 430). Firms operating in similar cultures will develop similar notions as to which compensation systems are suitably motivating; conversely, firms operating in different cultures will develop very different notions. As we argued above, while the _U_-shaped performance-turnover relationship has been documented for the United States, its universality has been questioned by Gerhart et al. (2009), who view it as more likely to hold in societies where competition between individuals is accepted. Thus in terms of Hofstede’s (1980a) cultural dimensions, the pronounced incidence of I-PFP in the United States could be ascribed to its position on the Individualism/Collectivism dimension. This dimension plots the degree of preference for a loosely knit social framework in which individuals are expected to take care of only themselves and their immediate families as opposed to a preference for a tightly knit social framework in which individuals can expect their relatives or members of a particular in-group to look after them in exchange for loyalty. A society’s position on this dimension is reflected in whether people’s self-image is defined in terms of “I” or “we.” Thus Hofstede argues that for the United States, the most individualist country in Hofstede’s set of 79 countries and regions (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010), “the Individualist conception [means that] the relationship between the individual and the organization is essentially calculative, being based on enlightened self-interest” (Hofstede, 1980b: 61).

The significance of individualism/collectivism in regard to the distribution of rewards has been observed by several researchers who find that in collectivist societies, there is a preference for rewards to be distributed equally among group members rather than to be individually targeted (Hui, Triandis, & Yee, 1991). In individualistic cultures, on the other hand, I-PFP appeals directly to the “utilitarian involvement” aspect of individualism that stresses and links individual responsibility with recognition (Smith, Dugan, & Trompenaars, 1996).
Hence, concerning I-PFP, Schuler and Rogovsky (1998: 172) found “that individual incentive compensation practices have a better fit in countries with higher levels of Individualism.”

Thus, we propose the following at the national level:

**Hypothesis 3a:** The greater the degree of individualism, the greater the adoption of I-PFP.

Societies characterized by low tolerance of uncertain situations and career instability may also be significantly less inclined to introduce contingent compensation systems. Instead there will be a preference in societies with high degrees of the Uncertainty Avoidance dimension (Hofstede, 1980a) for compensation systems with more predictable earnings. Schuler and Rogovsky’s (1998) cross-national research indicates that in addition to individualism being significantly correlated with firms’ use of I-PFP, firms in countries with high levels of uncertainty avoidance are markedly less inclined to use these practices. Thus, we further propose the following:

**Hypothesis 3b:** The lower the degree of uncertainty avoidance, the greater the adoption of I-PFP.

Of Hofstede’s (1980a) other cultural dimensions, the Masculinity/Femininity dimension, sometimes referred to as “performance orientation” (Hofstede et al., 2010), is clearly relevant for an analysis of the impact of culture on I-PFP. “Masculinity denotes a preference in society for achievement, heroism, assertiveness and material rewards for success. Society at large is more competitive. Its opposite, femininity, stands for a preference for cooperation, modesty, caring for the weak and quality of life” (Hofstede Center, 2014). Thus, in countries with masculine cultures, there will be a preference for being materially rewarded according to one’s own individual attainments. In feminine societies, the opposite applies. Indeed, “Individual brilliance in a Feminine society is suspect” (Hofstede, 1983: 85). Thus in masculine societies, the U-shaped performance-turnover relationship will be particularly pertinent. Therefore, we hypothesize the following at the national level:

**Hypothesis 3c:** The greater the degree of masculinity, the greater the adoption of I-PFP.

Common to our institutional and cultural hypotheses is the assumption that the adoption of I-PFP by firms is a response to their national contexts. However, these two theories conceive the underlying decision-making mechanism very differently. The institutional explanation assumes that I-PFP is a motivational practice that is equally effective across firms but that its implementation is subject to institutional restriction. The cultural explanation is based on a different assumption. It views I-PFP adoption as a reaction to the probability of high-performer turnover. In collectivistic, high–uncertainty avoidance, and feminine cultures, this probability is lower, and therefore firms are less likely to adopt I-PFP. Additionally, the cultural perspective would argue that in those cultures where I-PFP breaches collective norms, it will be avoided.

In terms of the relationship between culture and institutions, one view is that institutions are not the direct “result” of national culture but arise from specific historic settlements between different interest groups that are constantly renegotiated across time (Hall & Thelen, 2009). However, many other scholars view culture and institutions as significantly connected (Alesina & Giuliano, 2013). One view is that culture and institutions interact and that this makes determining causality problematic (Alesina, Algan, Cahuc, & Giuliano, 2015). However, Hofstede’s (1980a: 27) view is that institutions are “consequences” of national
culture and mediate its impact on organizational practice. Although it remains problematic to determine causality or coevolution as the more appropriate view of the relationship between culture and institutions (Alesina & Giuliano, 2013), Sakamoto, Woo, Takei, and Murase (2012) argue in a study of rising inequalities in pay in the United States compared to Japan that while culture directly influences the degree to which individualistic approaches to pay are adopted, it also exerts an indirect effect through preferences for labor market institutions, such as particular forms of employment protection legislation. Thus, for example, we might expect more individualistic- or achievement-oriented societies to be less inclined to enact regulations that support collective representation or place limits on management autonomy. Given this, we explore Hofstede’s proposition that institutions mediate the impact of culture and hypothesize the following:

**Hypothesis 3d:** The effect of culture on I-PFP is mediated by the degree of labor regulation.

We now discuss the impact of firm-level influences on the adoption of I-PFP. We first distinguish two key managerial agency influences on I-PFP adoption: the strategic importance accorded to HRM and the influence of ownership. We then consider the role of labor unions in influencing I-PFP adoption and in mediating the effects of labor regulation.

**Strategic Importance of HRM**

We argue that the adoption by firms of I-PFP is dependent on the degree to which top management accords strategic importance to HRM. As Sheehan (2005) argues, the integration of strategy and HRM will be most readily achieved when HR managers are integrated into the strategy process. This is critical for the application of I-PFP, which involves consistently aligning employee compensation with the realization of the firm’s strategy. One tangible indication that top managers believe HRM to be strategically important is that the HR department is involved in strategy development.

Firms in which HR departments are allotted a strategic role are distinctive from those whose HR departments have no input into firm-level strategy and where HR decision making may be devolved to line managers. Without a strategic role for HR, immediate operational concerns dominate and I-PFP is unlikely to be practiced with any regularity (Larkin et al., 2012; McGovern, Gratton, Hope-Hailey, Stiles, & Truss, 1997). According strategic importance to HRM may mean managers see HR practices as sufficiently important to bypass local institutions when they conflict with efficiency considerations. Oliver (1991) argues that managers, when motivated, are able to resist or bypass local institutional constraints. Fenton-O’Creevy and Wood (2007) provide evidence that institutional pressures on HRM practices may have less impact where senior managers believe HRM to have strategic importance. We therefore hypothesize the following:

**Hypothesis 4:** Firms that accord strategic importance to HRM are more likely to adopt I-PFP.

**Ownership**

Kostova and Roth (2002: 215) argue that “a central tenet of the institutional perspective is that organizations sharing the same environment will employ similar practices and thus become ‘isomorphic’ with each other.” In terms of the institutional perspective, there are,
within each country, distinctive local pressures that firms respond to in order to achieve legitimacy (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) and that result in the adoption of similar practices, leading to country-specific practices. The cultural perspective is also one of distinct country differences in managerial practices (Hofstede, 1980b).

However, Kostova and Roth (2002) further argue that MNCs will attempt to leverage their nationally conditioned practices on a worldwide basis because MNCs will view them as core to their organizational capabilities and therefore as an important source of competitive advantage. Others argue for the importance of organizational imprinting as a mechanism for country-of-origin effects (e.g., Johnson, 2007) or ascribe a key role to expatriate managers (Björkman, Budhwar, Smale, & Sumelius, 2008). Thus, while the management practices of MNCs may be subject to some degree of local adaptation, we should also observe a country-of-origin effect that not only distinguishes subsidiaries of MNCs from domestically owned organizations but distinguishes subsidiaries according to country of origin. Prior studies have found country-of-origin effects on local HRM practices. For example, Gooderham et al. (2006) find that subsidiaries of U.S. MNCs in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark, Norway, and Germany have HR practices that diverge systematically from those of domestic firms. Beck, Kabst, and Walgenbach (2009) find a country-of-origin effect for the extent of continuing vocational training. However, it is unclear whether studies that identify a country-of-origin effect have identified an effect due to the country of origin or one that is associated simply with foreign ownership. The latter effect might occur due to a convergence to a common global standard or greater encouragement for managers to question local practices. Thus in testing for a country-of-origin effect, it is important to distinguish between a foreign ownership effect and an effect in which the country of origin matters.

We therefore hypothesize the following:

**Hypothesis 5:** Variation in the country of origin of firms will be associated with significant variance in their adoption of I-PFP over and above the variance associated with domestic versus foreign ownership.

**Labor Union Influence**

In most European and some non-European countries, employee representatives have a legally established role. This governance mandate is institutionalized through law. While firms may attempt to circumvent these legal requirements (Bormann, 2007), I-PFP may be difficult or impossible to apply where unions have an active presence. Typically, labor union wage policies within and across firms have an egalitarian focus, which leads to significant resistance to individualized performance-related pay approaches, compressing the wage structure (Metcalf, Hansen, & Charlwood, 2001). Even in the quite different case of the countries of the former Soviet Union, coercive influences by labor unions on employers may be present within individual firms. Thus, it has been shown that enterprise-level unions in these countries are capable, under specific circumstances, of challenging the operation of individual pay schemes (Morrison, Croucher, & Cretu, 2012). In the case of liberal market economies, such as the United States (Hall & Soskice, 2001), organized labor in parts of the manufacturing industry, such as automobile manufacture, may also exercise similar pressure (Katz, 1997). Thus, labor unions may constrain the adoption of I-PFP.
Hypothesis 6a: Labor union influence will be inversely associated with the adoption of I-PFP.

However, the influence of labor unions is not confined to the individual firm level. As collective bodies operating at the national level, labor unions are likely to resist any tendencies by firms in general to introduce the individualization of remuneration that is at the core of I-PFP. They will seek to influence firms through two principal channels. The first of these involves ensuring that laws and regulations that limit or challenge I-PFP as a management practice are clearly visible. The second involves actively monitoring for deviations from laws and regulations and, if necessary, employing coercive power to compel firms to conform to the country’s labor regulations (Osterman, 2011). Higher levels of labor regulation and of regulation supporting collective institutions strengthen the societal influence of labor unions since they increase their coercive power. This implies that labor unions will be an important mechanism through which labor regulation institutions are enacted and that labor union influence mediates the effect of labor regulation on the adoption of I-PFP. Thus we hypothesize the following:

Hypothesis 6b: Labor union influence will mediate the inverse relationship between the strength of a country’s labor regulation and the adoption of I-PFP by firms.

Method

Data and Sample

We use data drawn from a cross-national firm-level survey of HRM conducted by the Cranfield Network on International Human Resource Management (CRANET). CRANET comprises a network of HR researchers located at business schools in over 20 countries. In 1994, it developed a common questionnaire administered at approximately five yearly intervals. The data we employ is from the most recent round of data collection in 2009-2010. The questionnaire was mailed to the most senior HR manager in nationally representative samples of companies with more than 100 employees. In other words, all sectors were sampled and the unit of analysis is the company.

CRANET has addressed potential comparability issues by intensive collaboration between researchers in the various relevant countries (Brewster, Tregaskis, Hegewisch, & Mayne, 1996; Parry, Stavrou, & Lazarova, 2013). Ensuring appropriate translation into the various languages in these countries “required many meetings of members and the use of practitioner panels to help to provide a reality check on the outcomes” (Lazarova, Morley, & Tyson, 2012: 4). Answers from the first 10% were compared to those from the last 10% of respondents, and no evidence of systematic response bias was identified.

“The questions asked were deliberately designed to rely on factual information about HRM at the organizational level. . . . Furthermore, to discourage ‘guessing’, respondents were advised to leave blank any questions for which they did not know the answer” (Parry et al., 2013: 4). While response rates are low (generally 12% to 25%), Brewster, Hegewisch, Mayne, and Tregaskis (1994) showed that CRANET’s approach gave proportionate sector and industry representation and concluded that the survey’s statistical representativeness is satisfactory.
The complete data set encompasses 6,258 firms. Removing the countries omitted from any of the cultural and institutional indices discussed below reduced the set to 4,397 firms. Removing noncommercial governmental and public service organizations meant that usable data on 4,207 firms across 26 countries were available. As with most large surveys, many variables in the CRANET data set have some missing values. In particular, the variable “strategic importance of HRM” has 13% missing data and the variable “labor union influence” has around 9% missing data. In line with good practice (Allison, 2001), we used a multiple imputation approach to address missing values, which uses data efficiently but adjusts standard errors for the error of imputation. We used the Markov chain Monte Carlo method in SPSS to impute 10 different versions of the data set. Also in line with good practice, we included all variables occurring in our model as a basis for estimating missing values and included additional variables from the wider data set that showed strong correlations with the variables with missing values. Including the wider set of variables reduces error of imputation (Allison, 2001). All results reported are pooled, based on analyses conducted using multiple imputation of missing values, with standard errors and significance adjusted for the error of imputation.

Table 1 gives sample size for each country and country means for I-PFP.

Measures: Independent and Dependent Variables

Dependent variable: I-PFP. The (firm-level) dependent variable, the implementation of I-PFP, is created from responses to nine questions on the use of individualized performance measurement and reward systems. These ask, “Do you have formal performance appraisals?” for each of managers, professionals, clerical staff, and manual workers; “Do you make use of performance-related pay?” for each of managers, professionals, clerical staff, and manual workers; and “Do you use appraisal data to inform pay decisions?” The responses to these nine questions are all dichotomous, that is, yes or no, and the responses are used to create a Mokken scale reflecting the individual firm’s commitment to I-PFP. This scale models I-PFP as a latent variable, which is assumed to be measured by the nine dichotomous items with error. The scale has acceptable reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .87) and scalability coefficients (H-value = .48). It thus exceeds the minimum recommended criteria for reliability (> .70) and scalability (> .30) proposed by Sijtsma and Molenaar (2002). Thus, it is valid to aggregate the nine items into a single scale representing level of I-PFP adoption.

Labor regulation. In order to operationalize labor regulation, we have combined Botero et al.’s (2004) indices of employment law and collective relations law, taking the mean score on the two indices and rescaling from 0 to 100 (for consistency with the measurement scale we use for culture). The index of employment laws reflects the “incremental cost to the employer of deviating from a hypothetical rigid contract, in which the conditions of a job are specified and [an employee] cannot be fired” (Botero et al., 2004: 1353). Collective relations laws protect employees from employers by permitting collective action.

Culture. Culture is operationalized using Hofstede’s dimensions of Individualism, Uncertainty Avoidance, and Masculinity (Hofstede et al., 2010).

Strategic importance of HRM. The extent of the strategic importance top management accords to HR management is operationalized using data recording the point at which the
The HR function becomes involved in determining the firm’s strategy. The responses are on a 4-point scale with the following options: “not consulted,” “after implementation,” “prior to implementation,” and “from the outset.”

Ownership. Since organizations may through their ownership be subject to influence and control from beyond their national setting, we consider country-of-origin effects. We do so by employing a country-of-origin variable. In terms of foreign ownership, country of origin spans 50 different countries. In conjunction with Hypothesis 5, we use individual country of origin to cross-classify firms with host country, allowing us to partition variance in firm adoption of I-PFP between home and host country. We also create a binary variable to distinguish foreign- and domestic-owned firms.

Labor union influence. Respondents are asked to rank the extent of influence labor unions have on the organization from 1 = no influence to 5 = a very great extent. We chose this approach in preference to a union membership measure for two reasons. First, the relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean Country I-PFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish Cypriot Community</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>5.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>6.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4,207</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Ordered by country mean of I-PFP.
between union power or influence and membership levels varies markedly between national regimes. Second, in some countries it is illegal for employers to record union membership, thus rendering such measures liable to significant levels of unreliable or missing data that vary systematically by country.

**Measures: Control Variables**

*Size.* Size is operationalized as the natural log of the total number of employees. Logs are taken to avoid any potential disproportionate influence from a few very large firms and to normalize the variable’s distribution.

*Public/private.* While we exclude all organizations with purely governmental or public service functions, some countries have significant numbers of firms under public ownership. We distinguish between public- and private-sector organizations by including a dummy variable for public-sector employers.

*Industrial sector.* To control for the possibility of typical modes of production and organization in different industries being more or less conducive to using I-PFP, we include a set of industry dummies. These identify organizations operating in the primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors and include financial services as a distinct category. There is also a fifth category, labeled *other*, capturing those organizations combining elements of manufacturing and services that do not fit directly into any of the other categories. Secondary sector is the reference group in the analysis.

*National context.* In order to augment context at the country level, we include in our analysis 2010 figures for GDP per capita, in current US$ (World Bank, 2015), and stock of foreign direct investment (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2015). In the case of GDP per capita, we take the log before entering the variable into the analysis. Both are contemporaneous with the CRANET survey. Additionally, for completeness in regard to Hofstede’s four main dimensions of culture, we include the dimension Power Distance.

**Analysis**

We have argued that a firm’s decisions in regard to compensation systems are determined by firm- and country-level factors. Ownership, labor union influence, and strategic importance of the HR function are at firm level. However, labor regulation and culture act at country level on all firms. Using single-level regression analysis approaches would lead to misestimating parameters and standard errors, since independence assumptions are violated (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). We therefore adopted a multilevel modeling approach using the mixed models procedure in SPSS.

The multilevel model applied here estimates the use of I-PFP as a function, simultaneously, of variables at both the firm and country levels. Labor regulation and the culture variables constitute Level 2 (country), with the remainder being entered at Level 1 (firm). Initially, all Level 1 variables (other than dichotomous variables) are entered as grand-mean centered.
However, while grand-mean rather than group-mean centering is appropriate for testing our primary country-level hypotheses, it is inappropriate for testing whether labor union influence mediates the effect of the strength of a country’s labor regulation on I-PFP (i.e., Hypothesis 6b). Such mediation must necessarily take place via the between-country component of the union influence variable. In these circumstances, grand-mean centring can lead to biased estimates of mediation effects (Kehoe & Wright, 2013; Zhang, Zyphur, & Preacher, 2009). Because the independent variable in the mediation hypothesis is at country level, it can account only for country-level variance in the mediator. Hence, a test of the mediation hypothesis should focus on the between-country mediation effect (while controlling for the within-country component of the mediator to ensure precision of estimates). Thus, to test Hypothesis 6b, we use group-mean centering for labor union influence and enter its country mean as a Level 2 variable. In this way, we are able to partition within-country firm-level variance in union influence from between-country variation.

### Results

Tables 2 and 3 display the correlations between, respectively, country-level and firm-level variables.

Table 4 shows results from estimating six multilevel models of I-PFP use. Model 1 enters all firm level variables. Models 2, 3, 4, and 5 enter labor regulation, individualism, masculinity, and uncertainty avoidance, respectively, with firm-level variables. Model 6 examines the joint effect of labor regulation and masculinity with the firm-level variables on I-PFP use (individualism and uncertainty avoidance are dropped at this stage as they showed no significant effect when entered alone).

Examining the base, intercept-only model (not shown) enables us to partition the variance in I-PFP between firm and country level. The intraclass correlation is .19, suggesting 19% of variation in firm adoption of I-PFP is accounted for by between-country differences. From Model 1, we observe that firm-level variables account for around 5% of variance in firm-level variation in I-PFP use and around 14% of variance in between-country differences. This suggests that 14% of cross-national variability in I-PFP adoption is accounted for by
differences in the nature of firm populations between countries. In particular, there are sizable cross-national differences in average firm size and proportion of firms in foreign ownership, and both have a significant association with adoption of I-PFP.

Control Variables

Firm size shows a significant positive association with I-PFP; larger firms have higher average levels of I-PFP use. Public-sector firms show lower use of I-PFP. Tertiary-sector firms show lower use of I-PFP than the secondary-sector reference group, and financial services firms show greater use of I-PFP than the reference group. In our initial regression analyses, none of the country-level control variables showed a significant association with I-PFP (ln[GDP per capita], $B = -.27, t = -.73, p = .465$; stock of foreign direct investment, $B = -.00, t = -.48, p = .631$; and power distance, $B = .01, t = 1.39, p = .163$). Thus to avoid significant reduction in Level 2 degrees of freedom, these were dropped from further analysis and are not shown in the regression analysis tables (full details are available from the corresponding author).

Independent Variables: Country Level

Hypothesis 1 is supported. Labor regulation shows a significant inverse association with I-PFP adoption (Model 2); the coefficient for labor regulation is negative and significant, including when controlling for masculinity (Model 6).

Our arguments for the impact of institutional differences rest on two possible mechanisms. In the first, institutions are a constraint on management autonomy: Regulatory
### Table 4
Multilevel Regressions on I-PFP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>5.87 (23.99)***</td>
<td>7.92 (9.98)***</td>
<td>6.56 (9.51)***</td>
<td>4.85 (11.07)***</td>
<td>5.45 (7.89)***</td>
<td>6.58 (6.16)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln(no. employees)a</td>
<td>.29 (10.76)***</td>
<td>.29 (10.76)***</td>
<td>.29 (10.76)***</td>
<td>.29 (10.72)***</td>
<td>.29 (10.76)***</td>
<td>.29 (10.73)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>−.42 (−2.06)*</td>
<td>−.42 (−2.09)*</td>
<td>−.42 (−2.07)*</td>
<td>−.42 (−2.05)*</td>
<td>−.42 (−2.06)*</td>
<td>−.42 (−2.08)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary sectorb</td>
<td>−.10 (−.68)</td>
<td>−.10 (−.66)</td>
<td>−.10 (−.68)</td>
<td>−.10 (−.69)</td>
<td>−.10 (−.68)</td>
<td>−.10 (−.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary sectorb</td>
<td>−.25 (−2.62)**</td>
<td>−.25 (−2.60)**</td>
<td>−.25 (−2.62)**</td>
<td>−.26 (−2.63)**</td>
<td>−.25 (−2.62)**</td>
<td>−.25 (−2.62)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial servicesb</td>
<td>.32 (2.38)*</td>
<td>.33 (2.41)*</td>
<td>.33 (2.39)*</td>
<td>.33 (2.39)*</td>
<td>.32 (2.38)*</td>
<td>.33 (2.40)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sectorb</td>
<td>.10 (.72)</td>
<td>.10 (.74)</td>
<td>.10 (.72)</td>
<td>.10 (.76)</td>
<td>.10 (.72)</td>
<td>.10 (.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic owned</td>
<td>−.79 (−6.76)***</td>
<td>−.79 (−6.77)***</td>
<td>−.79 (−6.76)***</td>
<td>−.78 (−6.65)***</td>
<td>−.79 (−6.76)***</td>
<td>−.78 (−6.67)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor union influencea,c</td>
<td>−.07 (−1.77)</td>
<td>−.07 (−1.70)</td>
<td>−.07 (−1.74)</td>
<td>−.07 (−1.68)</td>
<td>−.07 (−1.74)</td>
<td>−.06 (−1.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic importance of HRM a,c</td>
<td>.19 (4.50)***</td>
<td>.19 (4.51)***</td>
<td>.19 (4.51)***</td>
<td>.19 (4.52)***</td>
<td>.19 (4.51)***</td>
<td>.19 (4.52)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor regulationc</td>
<td>−.04 (−2.69)**</td>
<td>−.01 (−1.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−.01 (−1.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−.03 (−1.76)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinityc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.02 (2.71)**</td>
<td>.01 (1.79)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty avoidancec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.01 (.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 R²</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 R²</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Intraclass correlation = .19. HRM = human resources management; I-PFP = individualized pay for performance.

*aGrand-mean centered.

*bReference group is secondary sector.

*cSignificance tests for parameters with unidirectional hypotheses are one tailed.

*p < .05.

**p < .01.

***p < .001.
prohibition makes I-PFP difficult or impossible for firms to implement in some countries. Alternatively, although institutions, in the sense of labor regulation, influence managers, they do not completely constrain them, since firms are able to exercise strategic agency, resisting or circumventing local institutions when sufficiently motivated (Fenton-O’Creevy & Wood, 2007; Oliver, 1991).

According to Hypothesis 2, we would expect to see examples of high I-PFP adoption even in countries with high levels of labor regulation. To test Hypothesis 2, we examined the distribution of uptake of I-PFP in each country and found a wide range of I-PFP values in each country. Within all sampled countries (with the exception of Japan, range 0–7, $n = 385$; and Russia, range 0–8, $n = 54$) there were examples of firms scoring at both the top (9) and bottom (0) of the scale. In particular, we find this to be the case in our samples of firms in both Germany and the United States (countries regarded as polar opposites in terms of “varieties of capitalism”; Hall & Soskice, 2001). A closer examination of the Russian and Japanese cases shows that all of the nine practices in the I-PFP scale occur in firms in these countries (although no single firm in this subsample reports using all of them together).

If institutions constrain management autonomy, we would expect levels of I-PFP adoption to be low and show low variance in countries with high labor regulation but to show much greater variation of I-PFP in countries with low labor regulation, since greater management autonomy will result in a much wider variety of practice.

If institutions merely influence management behavior, and strategic agency leads to the bypassing of local institutions, while we would expect to see country-level differences in mean levels of I-PFP adoption relating to labor regulation, we would not expect differences in labor regulation to be associated with country differences in variance of I-PFP. Thus as a further test of this hypothesis we took the (population-estimated) standard deviation of the I-PFP variable and regressed it on labor regulation (controlling for culture variables). The association is nonsignificant (.003, $p = .643$), the control variables have nonsignificant parameters, and the overall regression has a nonsignificant $F$ statistic.

Thus, Hypothesis 2 is supported, meaning that while institutions, as measured by labor regulation, influence, they do not govern managerial choice. In short, we observe a case of inhibition or influence rather than prohibition or constraint.

In terms of culture, individualism (Model 3), uncertainty avoidance (Model 5), and the control variable, power distance, do not show a significant association with I-PFP. Thus, Hypotheses 3a and 3b are not supported. Masculinity (Model 4) does show a significant association with I-PFP; the coefficient for masculinity in Model 4 is significant and positive. Thus, Hypothesis 3c is supported.

We observe in Model 6 that when labor regulation and masculinity are entered simultaneously, both regression coefficients are reduced, although both remain significant, consistent with a mediation effect. We carried out a further analysis (at Level 2) testing for this mediation effect with masculinity hypothesized (Hypothesis 3d) to affect (mean country) I-PFP indirectly via labor regulation. We used the Hayes (2008) PROCESS macro for SPSS to carry out a bootstrapping procedure to conduct this test. The total effect of masculinity on I-PFP is positive and significant with a similar coefficient size to the multilevel analysis (0.02, $p = .003$). The direct and indirect effects of masculinity are both significant at $p < .05$, suggesting the effects of masculinity to be partially mediated by employment regulation (indirect effect $\kappa^2 = .13$, $R^2 = .15$). These results provide support for Hypothesis 3d.
Independent Variables: Firm Level

The regression parameter for strategic importance of HRM is positive and significant (all models): Firms that accord greater strategic importance to HRM show greater propensity to adopt I-PFP. Hypothesis 4 is supported. We conducted a supplementary analysis using group-mean centering and entered the country mean of strategic importance of HRM to examine whether this effect was primarily within or between countries. The regression parameter for the group-mean centered variable remained significant (.19, \(p = .000\)), but the country mean variable parameter was nonsignificant, suggesting the effect of this variable on I-PFP to be at the within-country, firm level.

Turning to the effect of firm ownership, we conducted an analysis to investigate whether we could detect any country-of-origin effect. We examined a cross-classified multilevel model predicting I-PFP with firms clustered by both host country (firm location) and home country (of parent). In the null model, there were significant levels (7\%, \(p < .05\)) of variance in I-PFP at the home country level, consistent with a country-of-origin effect. However, controlling for domestic- versus foreign-owned status results in the unexplained variance of I-PFP between home countries becoming insignificant (\(p = .082\)), failing to support Hypothesis 5. Thus within the limits of (\(p < .05\)) significance, the country-of-origin effect is accounted for by whether the firm has foreign ownership. Home country explains no further variance. In short, we find an effect for foreign ownership but no specific country-of-origin effect.

When entered in grand-mean centered form (Models 1 through 6), labor union influence does not show a significant association with I-PFP. However, when partitioned into a within-country and a between-country component (Model 7, Table 5), the country mean of labor union influence shows a significant inverse association with I-PFP, offering partial support for Hypothesis 6a.

Hypothesis 6b proposed labor union influence will mediate the inverse relationship between labor regulation and I-PFP. To test this hypothesis, we followed the CWCM (centered within context mediation) variant (Zhang et al., 2009) of the Baron and Kenny (1986) approach. This requires the Level 1 mediator variable to be group-mean centered and the group mean to be used in the analysis as the mediator variable while controlling for the within-country group-centered component. Then if (a) the causal variable (labor regulation) has a significant coefficient when the mediator is not included in the equation, (b) the causal variable has a nonsignificant coefficient after controlling for the mediator, and (c) the mediator variable predicts the dependent variable, then full mediation exists.

Table 5 shows the analyses to test mediation by labor union influence of the relationship between labor regulation and I-PFP. Model 8 shows a significant association of labor regulation with I-PFP when not controlling for country mean of labor regulation (a). Entering labor union influence into the regression (Model 9) leaves the coefficient for labor regulation nonsignificant (b). A further regression (not shown) of union influence country mean on labor regulation shows a significant association (\(B = .02, p = .015\)) (c). A Sobel test (Sobel statistic = 12.09, \(p = .036\)) confirmed that the reduction in coefficient is significant. Together, these imply that union influence mediates the association between labor regulation and I-PFP. Thus we find support for Hypothesis 6b.

Since we have shown both a mediation by labor regulation of the association of masculinity with I-PFP and a mediation by union influence of the association of labor regulation with
I-PFP, we used PROCESS to test the serial multiple mediation (at country level) from masculinity sequentially via labor regulation and union influence. We found a significant total effect (.02, \( p = .003 \)) of masculinity on I-PFP and significant total indirect effect (.01, \( p = .048 \)) but a nonsignificant direct effect, suggesting the effect of masculinity on I-PFP to be entirely mediated by paths via labor regulation and union influence.

The results tell three very clear stories. The first is that at the country level, both culture and the institutional environment explain significant variance in the use of I-PFP. However, we note that it is only masculinity (and not individualism or uncertainty avoidance) that shows a significant association with I-PFP adoption and that its effect on I-PFP seems to be entirely mediated via employment regulation and union influence.

The second story is one of agency. The high degree of interfirm variability within countries suggests that while national institutions constitute a significant influence on firms, they do not prevent the adoption of I-PFP practices. This second, agency story finds further support when we take into account the results that suggest that the firm-level factor of HR being seen as strategically important is associated with I-PFP adoption. Hence, on the one hand, our findings indicate that cultural and institutional effects at country level influence the adoption of I-PFP. On the other, senior managers’ agency counts; firms viewing HR as strategically important are more likely to adopt I-PFP. A further indication of the validity of the agency story lies in the role of foreign ownership. Regardless of country of origin, foreign-owned
firms in general show greater propensity to adopt I-PFP than domestic firms. We note that while a number of studies have shown country-of-origin effects when, for example, comparing domestic firms with subsidiaries of U.S. MNCs (e.g., Gooderham, Nordhaug, & Ringdal, 1998; Harzing & Sorge, 2003), our findings suggest that such studies may have confounded country-of-origin effects with those of foreign ownership. On the evidence of our study at least, multinational firms do not necessarily seek to impose home country practices but seem to converge toward a global standard.

Third, the results provide a clear indication of the pathways through which the country-level structural variables affect firm behavior. We find the effect of labor regulation on I-PFP to be mediated by its effects on labor union influence, and we find the effects of culture on I-PFP to be entirely mediated by institutional configuration (labor regulation and country-level union influence).

**Discussion**

One important motivation for our study was to distinguish the role of cultural and institutional influences. Our findings suggest that around 19% of variance in firm-level I-PFP is explained at country level, indicating that country-level effects have an important impact on firm behavior. This is of significant interest, since some have argued (Gerhart & Fang, 2005; Wright & van de Voorde, 2009) that culture is unlikely to explain large cross-national differences in management practices. Our findings suggest a more nuanced position: that country differences are important but do not dominate and that culture alone is insufficient to explain cross-national differences. Indeed, our study indicates that a country’s institutions explain unique variance over and above the effect of culture on the use of I-PFP. Further, while culture in terms of masculinity/femininity plays some role in determining I-PFP use, this role is entirely mediated via institutional configuration (labor regulation and between-country differences in the influence of labor unions).

Our findings imply significant consequences for researchers who use culture as their exclusive measure of cross-national differences. Cultural explanations of cross-national differences have dominated the field of international management, while institutional analysis has been underused especially in relation to large cross-national studies of management practices. An important implication for international management education is that institutional explanations of cross-national diversity in management practices should be given significantly greater attention.

A second motivation for this study was to contribute to the theoretical exchanges concerning structure versus agency in organizational behavior. As indicated above, organizational analysis can be divided into theories emphasizing structure and those that stress agency. Structural theories have focused on organizational similarity and have been criticized for failing to explain variations in practice (Souitaris, Zerbinati, & Liu, 2012). Wright and van de Voorde (2009) have suggested that prior work on cross-national variation in management practices has often overstated the impact of culture because of a failure to use multilevel methods. They argue that many studies fail to separate out country-level variance from firm-level variance and that the former is small. However, while Wright and van de Voorde’s critique is based on studies that have employed cultural theory to capture national-level effects, our findings suggest that it also has some validity for studies employing institutional theory. In all 26 countries we investigated, we find firms with a wide range of I-PFP adoption:
Regardless of country context, there is considerable variability at the firm level in its use. Further, there is no significant association between labor regulation and within-country variability in I-PFP adoption. This is important, since our finding that legal systems influence but do not entirely constrain firms’ compensation practices lends support to Oliver’s (1991) argument that firms can exercise strategic agency and engage in active resistance to institutional constraints.

Our finding that structure influences but does not uniformly constrain managerial choice is given further validation in our firm-level analyses of the adoption of I-PFP. We observe that firm-level choices founded in the strategic importance managers attach to HR are significant in regard to I-PFP use, regardless of national context. Thus, firms that take the view that HRM is strategically important are significantly more likely to adopt I-PFP. Likewise, managers of firms with foreign owners are more likely to set aside local cultural and institutional influences, thereby underscoring the latitude available to managers. This suggests that firm-level strategic choices are important in I-PFP adoption and, together with the variability in I-PFP adoption in all countries, further supports the notion that national institutions influence rather than constrain strategic choice.

While our use of a multilevel approach is a strength in that it enables us to analyze the impact of both country- and firm-level factors, including cross-level mediation, our application is somewhat narrow in terms of firm-level factors. We recommend that future studies of cross-national variation in management practice consider extending the number of antecedents of the use of I-PFP and that they examine managerial practices beyond I-PFP.

A second strength of our study is that capturing data on country-level variables from a different source to the firm-level dependent variable reduces problems of common-method variance and therefore strengthens our confidence in our results. However, at the firm level, a limitation of our study is our reliance on a single informant. Wright, Gardner, Moynihan, Park, Gerhart, and Delery (2001) have argued that single-respondent measures of management practices contain large amounts of measurement error. In our study, this problem is mitigated in three ways. First, as Wright et al. recommend, data collection focused on using the most knowledgeable raters (in this case, the most senior HR manager). Second, again as recommended by Wright et al., considerable attention was paid to constructing questions that would fall within the knowledge of respondents to answer; collaboration between researchers located in each country of data collection ensured all questions were relevant and comprehensible in the local context. Finally, as Arthur and Boyles (2007) note, while it is clear that single informants are problematic, where the constructs being measured are essentially individual or team level, where, as with compensation systems, components are clearly objective and easily observed at the firm level, a single informant may be more appropriate. A single expert informant will indeed be preferable to multiple less knowledgeable informants. We further suggest that senior HR managers are well placed to give accurate testimony as to HR department involvement in strategic decisions, the use or not of I-PFP in the firm, labor union influence, and firm ownership.

We see two practical implications of our findings. The first of these addresses managers and also has consequences for management education. Our findings indicate that firms have more latitude to engage in choosing their management practices than institutional and cultural theories suggest. In their adoption of I-PFP, we find that national context influences rather than constrains. Further, we observe that within the same context, foreign-owned firms are
more likely to implement I-PFP than are their domestically owned counterparts. Thus, it would appear that national context has less influence on foreign-owned firms. Additionally, we observe that regardless of both national context and ownership, there are firms that have developed a view of the strategic importance of HRM that has led them to implement I-PFP. In short, our advice to managers is that they should carefully analyze what part of their practices is simply a product of a “taken-for-granted” mind-set (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1998), since they may have wider choice sets in management practice adoption than they habitually notice.

The second practical implication concerns national-level policy makers within the area of labor regulation. Campbell (2007) argues that state regulations do not necessarily directly influence corporate behavior, but rather, it is the capacity of the state to monitor corporate behavior and enforce regulations when necessary. However, Campbell (2007: 955) further argues that we should not assume that states can do this in isolation; state regulations “turn in part on the capacity of external actors, such as . . . unions . . . and other stakeholders, to participate in and monitor regulatory processes.” Our cross-level findings indicate that labor union influence mediates the effect of labor regulation on the propensity of firms to use I-PFP. Thus, labor unions appear to exercise a “watchdog” role on behalf of a country’s labor regulation. We infer from this that when national policy makers consider developing labor regulation, they will have to reflect on not only whether the state has the capacity to influence firm behavior but also whether there are other politically empowered national-level mediating bodies that can contribute to overseeing regulations (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012). While labor unions are one such possible body, it is conceivable that other bodies, such as employers’ associations, could play a comparable role. However, without any such body or bodies, our results suggest that forms of labor regulation that rest solely on state regulation initiatives will have more limited influence than in contexts where stakeholder monitoring is present.
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